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Beschreibung
Combines fascinating stories of Texas history with travel adventures around the state.

Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures [Elaine Galit, Vikk Simmons] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Combining fascinating stories of Texas
history with travel adventures around the state, Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures

suggests where to go and what to see by tracking.
17 May 2016 . Hit the road for one of the many weekend getaways from Chicago. From foodfocused to family trips, we'll help you plan your next vacation.
Combining fascinating stories of Texas history with travel adventures around the state,
Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures suggests where to go and what to see by
tracking historical characters and events. The travel destinations echo the settlement of Texas,
the battle for independence, the Alamo, cowboys,.
Escape to the casual elegance of our Texas Hill Country bed and breakfast in Wimberley, TX.
Explore the culinary arts at our cooking school or simply relax.
14 Jul 2017 . Check out our list of weekend getaways in Texas this summer based on where
you call home! There are . off a bridge for fun! Speaking of, also check out the Dr. Pepper
Museum and the Waco Mammoth National Monument for some very dissimilar, but equally
unique cultural and historical exploration.
3 Days | from $379. San Antonio. Travel back to the frontier days on your San Antonio
Getaway roundtrip from Fort Worth! Stroll through the streets of a city full of history. Spend
time at the city's charming Riverwalk. Use your included tour to take in all the sites especially
the famous Alamo where. Package Highlights +. From.
3 May 2017 . Relaxing on the white sand beaches and idyllic waters are enough for most, but
those looking to kick up their long weekend up a notch might want to participate in thrilling
water sports, from surfing to windsurfing. To explore the area's history, head over to the
postcard-worthy 19th-century lighthouse.
25 Jun 2015 . When you're exploring our nation's capital, suggests one historic-tour guide,
don't miss the chance to tour the Pentagon, explore the tucked-away . Houston also houses a
large piece, literally, of American history: Battleship Texas, which served in both World Wars,
is now a museum anchored in La Porte.
5 Jan 2016 . The weekend before Shadeaux's judgment, explore the resplendent natural
wonder of Jungle Gardens (junglegardens.org) on nearby Avery Island, a legacy .. Stop at the
Texas Czech Heritage Center (czechtexas.org)—which houses reams of genealogical research
and historic artifacts—and finish up at.
Orange Show Eyeopener Tours are art-filled afternoons and weekend trips of creative
exploring and one-of-a-kind experiences. Every tour is different. For more information about
becoming involved and the history of the Eyeopener Tours visit our Eyeopener . The Orange
Show, Houston The Orange Show, Houston.
Published monthly by the Texas Department of Transportation, Texas Highways, the official
travel magazine of Texas, encourages travel to and within the Lone Star State and tells the
Texas story to readers around the world.
Southern charm and hospitality is well known, creating the perfect setting for a couples
getaway. Head to Charleston on the Silver Meteor and the Silver Star train routes and get ready
to explore the stunning architecture of the south, spend a day on Sullivan Island or Isle of
Palms beach, or indulge in a pirate history tour and.
Exploring Texas ain't no small vacation - it's a lifetime endeavor. But it's one that I plan on
taking a lifetime to complete. Born and raised beneath the Lone Star Sky, my passion for
Texas is as big as the state is wide. And whether it's diving to the bottom of a swimming hole,
reading every historic marker, or devouring every.
6 Oct 2015 . From the mountain ranges in West Texas to the crystal clear waters of Hill
Country, Texas has got an adventure for everyone. If you live in Texas, you may be
overwhelmed with how much area there is to explore. . Caddo Lake is like stepping into a time
machine and visiting a period in ancient history.

Join a park ranger or naturalist for a great tradition…FIRST DAY HIKES! This year will be a
guided hike to the summit of Enchanted Rock to ring in 2018. A much healthier option than
the couch after a festive New Year's Eve. Learn about the cultural and natural history of the
park. Keep an eye […] Learn More >. JAN 01 2018.
“Walt and Isabel Davis bring decades of experience in natural history and love of Texas to this
delightfully written account of the escapades along its edges. It is history and travel writing at
its best and suggests many weekend trips that you will want to take. Be sure to take this book
along with you.”—Ron Tyler, Amon Carter.
5 Aug 2016 . While traveling in Texas, be sure not to miss visiting East Texas! Here are 5 East
Texas towns to visit that will make you want to stay a little longer in the Lone Star State!
We're all about taking off for a weekend adventure and exploring some place new, and we
want to share that with you! These are some . Why: The road trip to Cedar Creek, takes you
past the beauty of the Lost Pines Forest between Bastrop Texas and Austin. . Bonus Tip:
Experience Texas history at Ehler's Cigar Factory.
Then try this info on for size! MORE. RV Geocaching Adventures for the Summer. Call it
high-tech adventure if you want, but geocaching adventures offer much of the same appeal as
historical exploration and discovery, and provides a way for the modern traveler to transform
a casual getaway into a vacation of mystery and.
1 May 2005 . Combining fascinating stories of Texas history with travel adventures around the
state, Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures suggests where to go and what to see by
tracking historical characters and events. The travel destinations echo the settlement of Texas,
the battle for independence, the.
2 Sep 2016 . No matter how much you love your 9 to 5, chances are you'll always live for the
weekend. Make the most of those precious days off and start scheduling time away from the
Big D. From surf museums to speakeasies and Sioux-style tepees, these 10 Texas getaways are
sure to have you pledging your.
Here's our guide to 10 off-the-beaten-path adventures found deep in the heart of Texas's Hill
Country. . Explore the Heart of Texas. 1 of 17 Photo: Van .. The cozy cottages are styled like
the old-time “Sunday Houses” built by German farmers for weekend stays when they came to
town for church and shopping. Owners.
A variety of guided outdoor activities are available. Big Bend is a diverse region with endless
possibilities for adventure and discovery. The Big Bend is named for the vast curve of the Rio
Grande in remote southwest Texas. It is a wildly beautiful natural region, with a complex and
fascinating history. Over one million acres of.
15 Mar 2016 . Families traveling from Houston should check out a weekend getaway to
Galveston, Texas. The whole family will love spending the day at the Galveston Island
Historic Pleasure Pier. The pier is home to shopping, dining, and amusement rides right on the
water. For beach time, Stewart Beach was named.
Combining fascinating stories of Texas history with travel adventures around the state,
Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures suggests where to go and what to see by
tracking historical characters and events. The travel destinations echo the settlement of Texas,
the battle for independence, the Alamo, cowboys,.
Explore the sandy beaches and coastline of Texas with a vacation rental in Galveston, known
as the 'Playground of the South.' Excite the thrill-seekers on the roller coasters at Pleasure Pier,
or attend one of the annual festivals on The Strand, the historical district in downtown. The
Schlitterbahn Galveston Island Waterpark.
Book your tickets online for the top things to do in Texas, United States on TripAdvisor: See
422278 traveler reviews and photos of Texas tourist attractions. Find what to do today, this

weekend, or in January. We have reviews of the best places to see in . History Museums,
Military Museums. Dallas Arboretum & Botanical.
Bluebonnet is a traveling Texas armadillo who teaches children about Texas history and
geography as she explores Texas landmarks and makes new friends. “The Bluebonnet Series”
is composed of nine picture books which are used in elementary schools for Texas studies.
Bluebonnet takes her readers on excursions to.
Plan a group or family adventure that highlights local history, and the natural surroundings of
Jefferson, Texas. . your vacation to include nature hikes, camping and fishing, boat tours,
visiting historic locations and landmarks, bed and breakfast accommodations and more. .
Exploring Caddo Lake and Big Cypress Bayou
24 May 2016 . Stroll the streets of Historic Downtown Conroe – Step back into the boom town
days as you explore Conroe's charming downtown, lined with restored . Get outdoorsy at Sam
Houston National Forest – One of four national forests in Texas, this massive 160k+ acre
forest is spread over three counties.
1 Nov 2013 . For history buffs, head on over to the Institute for Texan Cultures, an
educational museum with artifacts, great information on the early settlers of Texas, and even a
log house, school, barn, . Even though the Space Station is a major attraction, there are several
other family-friendly ways to explore Houston.
Sunsets are second to none in the gently rolling hills of central Texas, which are speckled with
getaways ranging from bohemian to majestic in appearance, but equally . When visiting San
Antonio, a trip to the historic River Walk is a must, and the best place to stay is the Forbes
Travel Guide Four-Star Mokara Hotel & Spa,.
Boston. Explore Boston and it's history · Buffalo. Explore Buffalo. Buffalo. Beats and Brunch
In Buffalo · Charleston. Explore Charleston. Charleston. A Place for Unforgettable Adventures
· Charlotte . Indianapolis. A Weekend in Indianapolis · Kansas City.
In this economy, it's tempting to stay home and watch the Travel Channel instead of forking
over the cash for an extended vacation. But even a . Fort Richardson State Park and Historic
Site features rolling prairie with beauty for sit-and-muse sorts, as well as rock outcroppings
and creeks for high-energy types. The 10-mile.
Visit Glen Rose Texas for lodging, restaurants, activities, and special events, and see why
Travel & Leisure Magazine says Glen Rose, Texas is one of the "Top-ten great weekend
getaways in America. Home of The Promise in Glen Rose and Dinosaur Valley State Park
amongst other.
Explore deals in: DC Metro. DC skyline at night. Weekend rates for the history books
throughout the Washington DC, Virginia and Maryland areas. See DC-area rates . Texas.
Cowboy riding horse in rodeo competition. Check out our great weekend getaway rates deep
in the heart of Texas. See Texas rates.
Head into the Strand Historic District to see stunning Victorian-era buildings, take in the
nightlife, and catch a show at the beautiful Grand 1894 Opera House. For a full day's worth of
fun for all ages, head to Moody Gardens or Schlitterbahn Galveston Island Waterpark.
Throughout Labor Day weekend, Moody Gardens is.
If you're planning a family vacation to Dallas, or you simply want to find some things to do
with your kids on a "stay-cation," you're in luck - Dallas is jam packed with . history village,
located in one of the city's oldest parks on the southeastern edge of downtown-- allows
visitors to experience what life was like in North Texas.
Results 1 - 20 of 1207 . Make a trip to Texas to explore modern cities and early Western
history. With its large area, Texas has a very long coastline, over 600 miles (960 kilometers).
The shoreline includes barrier islands protecting the Gulf Coast, perfect for bird-watching.

Look for sea turtles and bottlenose dolphins, charter a.
17 May 2017 . Hueco Tanks offers a variety of outdoor activies, most notably camping and
rock climbing. However, one of the biggest draws to this historic site are the prehistoric
pictographs that dot the cave walls there. Visitors and campers must make reservations at least
two days prior to visiting. Pictograph tours are.
Explore Victoria Texas! Make Victoria your base camp for Texas Coastal Bend Region
adventure! One of the oldest cities in Texas, come and explore Victoria's rich history, fun
annual events, distinctive dining and nightlife, unique shopping, and exciting outdoor
activities.
7 Mar 2014 . Then walk several blocks and tour the Bullock Texas State History Museum,
which explores the story of Texas. “From the 35-foot-tall bronze star sculpture that greets
visitors as they arrive, to the campfire scene in the terrazzo floor in entryway that features a
campfire scene with enduring themes from.
26 Feb 2016 . Georgetown, Texas 512-869-3225 :: MustangHeritageFoundation.org. Great
American Adventures Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Utah. Historic Old West . Opening
weekend events, March 18-20, include an artists and patrons party, miniatures sale, Bash 'n Bid
Gala, a Chuck Wagon Breakfast, Artists Quick.
26 May 2011 . With 95 acres to explore, thousands of animals to visit, and a huge variety of
family activities, the Dallas Zoo is enormously entertaining! .. Then visit museums; a sea life
center; walk the town square; climb atop the historical lighthouse; fish from the longest pier in
Texas; cruise aboard a full size pirate ship.
Here are Travel Channel's picks for Texas's best historic sites. . You might not want to "mess
with Texas," but you will want to explore its past. . Many of the complex's original buildings
are gone, though it's possible to visit the Long Barrack, which now houses a museum detailing
Texas history, and the mission church.
Discover culturally rich cities in Texas, search the history of the Alamo, take a stroll along
sandy beaches; there's no shortage of things to do in Texas. . This state encompasses such a
wide swath of human experience that exploring all of its nooks and crannies would take
months — maybe years. Texas Tourism. Texas.
28 Oct 2015 . The best way to begin exploring the River Walk is to take a barge tour, which
costs just $8 (and you can buy an alcoholic beverage at the ticket window to take with you, if
you feel so inclined). The tour is about 30 minutes and gives you a good overview of the
River Walk's history while you scope out all the.
18 May 2015 . Take for example, Austin, Texas. Its major attractions include the Texas State
Capital, with free guided and self-guided tours daily; the campus of the largest urban
university in the country; the nation's largest urban bat colony; and Austin City Limits, the
longest running television show in U.S. history.
Grapevine has plenty of fun things to do during your stay here! Explore the heart of the area
on Historic Main Street, hike the trail, swim in Lake Grapevine or try out some infamous wine
tasting.
Whether you're planning that family summer vacation, your next romantic getaway, a girls'
shopping marathon, or a professional conference with all the bells and whistles, San Marcos
always has something to celebrate.
9 Aug 2011 . Plan an outdoor adventure weekend getaway in Austin, Texas, one of America's
100 best adventure towns as selected by National Geographic. . Explore the city by street and
trail, then head over to Town Lake and see it from the water; Rowing Dock rents kayaks (from
$10 an hour; www.rowingdock.com).
28 Oct 2017 . Relaxing on vast verandas, sipping mint juleps, and touring historic antebellum

mansions—Savannah is the picture of the ultimate girls' weekend getaway. Known for its
Southern charm and abundant hospitality, it's one of the oldest cities in Georgia and a popular
spot for travelers, young and old. Explore.
3 Mar 2014 . This dusty dancehall is a touch of authentic Texas 10 minutes from downtown
Austin. If ... or some other similar attempted compliment, but true Austinites love being
Texans and are stoked as heck on learning more about Texas history. .. Explore the eerily
beautiful natural wonder of Longhorn Caverns.
Destinations · Weekend getaways in Texas – My new ebook release for the Texas guide book.
Travel. Texas Vacation SpotsTexas VacationsVisit TexasGuide BookTexas TravelTexas
HistoryTravel BooksExploringWeekend Trips. Texas Travel - Plan Big and Travel Wide,
weird Texas travel, Texas travel guidebooks.
Save 40% on the 2nd night of your weekend getaway in Texas with Starwood Hotels &
Resorts. Find the best SPG Hotels in Texas including Westin, Sheraton & more.
Some are quirky, some laid back and for many people living in large cities a weekend getaway
to a small town is one way to relax and forget the hustle and bustle of the fast . Located just 40
miles south of Austin the small town of Gruene, pronounced “Green”, has been designated as
a historical town by the State of Texas.
18 Aug 2017 . Experience the vastness and wonder of the Lone Star State with the Texas
Historical Commission's Texas Heritage Travel Guide and Texas Time Travel Tours mobile
app. Highlighting historic destinations that tell the real stories of Texas, use these resources on
your next adventure and immerse yourself in.
In North Central Texas and considered the gateway to the historical American West, Fort
Worth grew out of a military post established in 1849 and rapidly .. and entertainment
buildings and named after the infamous outlaw, the Sundance Kid, the area is safe and fun to
explore on foot thanks to its many pedestrian zones.
23 Aug 2017 . There are countless ways to explore Austin, Texas, especially for those who
enjoy the outdoors. Whether you enjoy pedaling or paddling—or prefer exploring on your
own two feet—Austin provides you with endless itineraries to maximize your time outside, all
while keeping you fueled with tacos, local.
This weekend destination offers adventures that will suit almost any taste. Do you want to get
a taste of Louisiana's "outback?" Enjoy a trip along the Creole Nature Trail All-American Road
(creolenaturetrail.org). Do you admire historic architecture? Visit the city's Charpentier
Historic District. Shop for antiques, try your luck at.
10 Mar 2016 . . can explore Texas one region at a time. (And there are plenty more ideal Texas
road trips to consider as well.) And whether your next destination is in the next county or on
the other side of the state, I encourage you to turn your drive into a mini history lesson on
wheels by downloading the following apps:.
From surfing the Gulf of Mexico to fly-fishing in Broken Bow, we've discovered weekend
getaways within driving distance. . in New York's Waldorf Astoria for the Galveston Orphans
Home, now home to The Bryan Museum's collection of artifacts from Texas and the American
West that includes beautiful saddles and Gen.
From world-class museums to brand-spanking-new cruise ships, from the explosion in
entertainment and dining options to the ever-growing number of places to stay, shop, and
explore, this is not your grandfather's Galveston - or your father's, for that matter. Except that
it is. The atmosphere is still as warm and friendly as the.
San Antonio's most popular attraction! Walk, dine, and enjoy our world-famous urban
waterway. The river has been a lifeline for many generations.
Fodor's recommends Palestine, Texas, for the best shopping, romantic, and girl's weekend

getaways. . Nestled here is the town of Palestine (pronounced "pal-uh-steen"), notable for its
architecture, rich history, and scenic dogwood trails. And—thanks to the hard work . 4 You've
seen the new, now explore the old. Once the.
14 Jan 2014 . Explore Texas trails with a travel guide book full of Texas History that captures a
big Do you love to explore Texas? Are you curious about what makes up the big state? Then
join me on my latest adventure where I'll be exploring the Texas trail. I'll also share my
thoughts, writing and travels along the way.
Located about 45 minutes from El Paso, just over the Organ Mountains near Las Cruces, New
Mexico, this park features streams that run year-round and shade trees located along hiking
trails. Camping and picnic sites are available. Unlike most of the time-worn mountains in the
area, the Organ Mountains are jagged and.
Here are some uniquely Texan things to see and do. When you find something that sparks
your interest, just add it to your Texas passport.
Top Texas vacation ideas include relaxing inns, spas and romantic getaways, with driving
times from Dallas, Austin, Huston and San Antonio. . Exuding an elegant and classical charm
in historic downtown Brenham, Texas, the Ant Street Inn is a comfortable sanctuary and
perfect base from which to explore the town.
3 Nov 2017 . Located a stone's throw away from the big cities and suburbs, here is a list of the
best weekend getaways in Texas for an exciting weekend! . famous Seawall, catch a show at
The Grand 1894 Opera House, visit the Texas Seaport Museum and the Elissa and explore the
island's historic neighborhoods.
175+ active vacations, weekend getaways, family adventures, and volunteer expeditions for all
levels of experience. Travel the world on an REI trip!
Discover 177 hidden attractions, cool sights, and unusual things to do in Texas from Hamilton
Pool to The Texas Woofus.
22 Dec 2017 . These trips provide the opportunity to meet new people, learn life skills and
have fun in an outdoor setting. Trip cost . Brazos River, TX Float along the same historic river
the conquistadors explored and the Comanche Native Americans used to hide from U.S.
Cavalry. . Weekend Camping & Bouldering.
Texas Road Trip - From Owls to Eiffel Tower - by Holly Gibson 4-15-15; From Bugs Bunny
to Sam Houston by Clay Coppedge 1-5-15. If you're the type of motorist who doesn't mind
stopping every few miles to read a brief tidbit of history by the side of the road you can put
together a pretty fair sketchbook of Texas history just.
Easy to search resort directory featuring 110 Texas Romantic Resorts. Book the perfect Texas
vacation, family reunion or business event by browsing a complete list of Romantic Resorts
featuring detailed property descriptions, reviews, photos, video, rates, number of rooms,
amenities, activities and much more.
Read about some fun and exciting weekend adventures in Texas. . Fort Worth - Frolicking in
Fort Worth - pack the car or load the RV, we are going to spend the weekend in Fort Worth,
then explore the city, cultural district, and the zoo by bike. Fredericksburg - The Rock, Wine,
and Music - a fun few days with lots of excellent.
Plan Your Trips with the Texas Heritage Travel Guide. Start your next adventure with the
statewide heritage travel guide, featuring historic destinations in all 10 Texas Heritage Trail
regions. Download or order a free copy today!
19 May 2015 . Looking for a weekend getaway? We have selected three destinations on the
outskirts of Austin that will appeal to every type of occasion and traveler. Whether you are
looking to reconnect with friends or that special someone, explore the great outdoors, or
experience a piece of Texas history, enjoy the.

PIONEER NATION. Join us as a volunteer, live Texas history. Back to Top. JOURDANBACHMAN PIONEER FARMS, 10621 PIONEER FARMS DRIVE , AUSTIN, TEXAS, 78754,
UNITED STATES.
EXPLORE EL PASO, TX. El Paso's unique location in the western corner of Texas makes it
the perfect launching point for travel and adventure. El Paso is situated right next to the state
of New Mexico and shares a border with the country of [old] Mexico. There are many great
places to visit that are just a half-day (4 – 8 hour.
History of Our Day Trips Guide After our first child was born in 2001 my wife and I were
always looking for something to do or somewhere to go on the weekends. Sometimes we just
got in the car and drove in whatever direction the car was pointed. Sometimes we ran into
something really interesting and sometimes we got.
15 Dec 2016 . When you need to get away from the bustle of El Paso, check out these quick
trips. . If you are looking for some interesting history, Mount Cristo Rey is just a short drive
away, in Sunland Park, NM. It is about a . history. Less than two hours from El Paso, it's great
for a weekend trip with the family or friends.
Whether you're spending a day in Houston, a weekend or a week, planning a trip to maximize
your time can be a challenge. We've created a series of travel itineraries to take the guess work
out of it. Select itineraries based on interest--arts, food, shopping, etc.--or the type of trip
you're planning--family, romantic, girlfriend.
Top sights include the Alamo and other historic missions, the River Walk, SeaWorld San
Antonio, Six Flags Fiesta Texas, the San Antonio Zoo, over 50 golf courses, historic
neighborhoods, stunning architecture, diverse culture, cuisine, vibrant arts community and
friendly people. . Hill Country Getaways . Girls' Weekend.
2 May 2017 . See. Stock up on lavender products, and cut your own bunch (while in season)
at Chappell Hill Lavender Farm. While in the area, explore Washington-on-the-Brazos, the
spot where the Texas Declaration of Independence was signed in 1836, and learn more about
state history at the Star of the Republic.
Exploring the Lone Star State one campground at a time! Find Texas campgrounds, RV
shows, fun things to do and more! Come on and RV Texas Y'all!
Home to the State Fair of Texas, historic Fair Park is an architectural gem. Featuring the .
Explore the history and future of Dallas all in one place. South Dallas is . On nearby
Exposition and Parry avenues, across from the light rail station, a cluster of bars and
restaurants bring nights to life for a little post-park adventure.
20 Jun 2017 . Rising gas prices and airfares don't have to hamper your vacation plans. . A
Yakovlev Yak-3 fighter aircraft is on display at Cavanaugh Flight Museum in Addison, Texas.
... Tour Caddo Lake or Big Cypress Bayou by riverboat or the piney woods by steam train,
then explore the historic downtown. Contact:.
Weekend Adventures Elaine L. Galit, Vikk Simmons. ON THE MAP Amarillo sits in the
center of the Panhandle and is located on Interstate 40. Cadillac Ranch can be found west of
Amarillo on Interstate 40, between exits 60 and 62. WEEKEND ADVENTURES Amarillo has
any number of historical sites and attractions.
Absolutely Texas - Travel Texas small towns: Texas trips to historic towns, Texas history,
architecture, personalities and culture. Accents of Gruene Bed and .. Texas Daytripper - By
Carol A King Escape for a day or weekend and explore Texas Hill Country with our selection
of one-day adventures! Carol King's guidebooks.
During the Age of Exploration, Spanish conquistadors came to the Americas in search of the
three G's: gold, glory, and God. The Spanish crown received the gold and glory and the
Catholic Church received the converts. A fourth G was usually on the exploration prize list as

well: geography. European powers competed.
Want to explore an Old West town? Texas has many. Thinking about a trip to the beach?
Texas has those, too. A national park? Yup, Texas even has one of those.
28 Jul 2015 . Distance from San Antonio: 150 miles southwest; 2.25-hour drive. Why it made
our list: Walking through Laredo's historic district is like being thrust into a Cormac McCarthy
novel without all the violence and run-on sentences. It's that damn cool. After exploring one
of the coolest neighborhoods in Texas, pay.
Exploring · Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures. Weird TexasTexas Stuff Ya
LlTexas LoveTexas FunAll Things TexasTexas Our TexasSweet TexasTexas Hill
CountryAdventures Abound. Exploring Texas History: Weekend Adventures.
365thingsaustin.com/2011/05/./25-best-things-to-do-in-austin-texas/
The Texas Hill Country is a land of arresting panoramic beauty and rich human history, an expanse of rolling limestone hills and crystal-clear rivers
that provide . Field trips to selected Hill Country vineyards include meeting the vintners, exploring the first underground wine cellar in the
Pedernales River Valley and tasting.
It's easy to shake off city life in these two picturesque towns, set near each other in the southwestern part of North Texas' Plains and Lakes region.
Here, among a hilly landscape lush with juniper, pecan and sycamore trees, the outdoor possibilities include everything from hiking among
dinosaurs footprints and kayaking.
Getting active in Allen ranges from the extreme to the effortless and everything in between. If experiencing a bit of art and culture is more your
style, we have plenty of that, too. We offer great concerts and events as well as just about every spectator sport you can imagine. Of course, Allen
is known for its history and nature.
Welcome. Texas Time Travel is your statewide resource for exploring Texas' historic and cultural treasures. Use our Plan Your Adventure tools,
travel themes, events calendar, travel guides, and mobile tours to find and learn about historic sites across the 10 heritage trail regions of the Texas
Historical Commission's Texas.
Looking for island fun in Galveston Texas?Moody Gardens is the perfect group or family vacation idea attractions for those seeking a thrilling
amusement theme park adventure near Houston! Visit the world-class oceanic zoo Aquarium Pyramid, Rainforest Pyramid, Discovery Museum,
or IMAX 3D theaters.
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